Abstract: In this research, we build a question answering system that can answer comparative questions. Our system contains two components, question analysis and answer processing. In question analysis, we use information extraction method to extract entities, aspects, relations, and constants from the question. We also classify the question into five question types such as entity-mentioned, entity-other, entity-all, aspect, and yes/no. These processes in question analysis component are solved by machine learning technique. In answer processing component, we process the comparison by using word lists and rules. The result of comparison processing is used to find the answer by generating query to get relevant data from the database. The query generation process is performed by using rules based on the question type. After that, the data from database is also processed based on question type to generate the answer. Based on the experiment results, our proposed method for comparison question answering system is promising.
contains comparison between two or more entities (e.g. "which one is better, X or Y?"), only one entity (e.g. "Which one is better than X?"), or even no entity mentioned (e.g. "What is the best one?").
In our previous work [20] , we described the question analysis process. We used information extraction and question classification techniques for the question analysis. In this paper, we will explain how we handle the comparison, and how we create queries based on information extraction and question classification result. The query will be executed against the database, and we will also explain how to create the answer based on the query result. The data we used are collected from gadget review sites, forum, and from respondent. There are 477 comparative questions, we use 382 questions as training data and 95 for testing and evaluation. The evaluation result shows that we have reached 32.6% of correct answer in the test data.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in question answering for comparative question, and also the first study in comparative question for Indonesian language. This problem is interesting, because we have to combine question answering task with comparative entity mining task. We have to classify the question based on the question type and also maintain the comparison type. Our contributions include 1. Question types and important information types for answering comparative questions. 2. Rules for dealing with comparison and adjective in a comparative question. 3 . Rules for getting the answer from database.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses our previous work on question analysis and the data we use. Section 3 describes our system, how we handle comparison, and how we get and process the answer. We evaluate the system and discuss the result in section 4, followed by conclusion in Section 5.
Overview on Data and Question Analysis

A. Data
We collect 477 comparative question for training and testing data, including 150 question from our previous work [20] . Some of the questions from the previous work are not used because it is still ambiguous whether the questions are comparative or not. In the previous work, we collect the data from comments of some gadget review sites and a forum. The sites are detekno. com, ulasgadget.com, hargahpxiaomi.com, ulashape.com, begawei.com, and hpsaja.com , and the forum is kaskus.co.id. There are 3,183 comments collected from the sites, and only 145 considered as comparative questions. So we add 5 questions from the forum because there are really few amounts of data for some question type. To collect more data for this work, we also ask some respondents to provide more comparative questions. We split the data into 382 questions for training and 95 for testing. We group the questions into 5 types, like the previous research, but we renamed them. These are based on the Expected Answer Type (EAT). Actually, there are 3 EAT, which are entity, aspect, and yes/no. Entity answer type can be further divided into 3 types. The first one is entity that is mentioned in the question, the second one is entity other than entities mentioned, and the last one is any entity. So we group the questions into 5 types. The amount of each data type is shown in Table 1 .
B. Question types
In the entity-mentioned type, the answer is entities. Possible answer for this question type is only entities mentioned in the question. For example, "bagusan mana A atau B?" ("which one is better, A or B?"), the possible answer is limited into A or B, not the others.
Answer for entity-other type is also entity. But in this question type, the possible answer is only entities other than entities mentioned in the question. For example, "Smartphone apa yang kualitasnya setara dengan X?" ("Which smartphone has similar quality with X?"). In that question, the entity "X" is not a possible answer.
The third entity answer type, entity-all type's answer is not limited, whether the entity is mentioned or not. For example, "Uang 2 juta bisa dapat HP seperti apa?" ("What smartphone could I buy with 2 million rupiahs?"). From the data collected, we found that all questions in this group are comparison with constants. Actually, it is possible for a question to be in superlative form. But since it is not found in our data, we didn't handle it yet. In aspect question type, the answer is aspects. For example, "Apa bedanya A dengan B?" ("What is the difference between A and B?"). The answer for this question is a list of aspects that are different between A and B, and maybe we need explanation in the answer, like which one is better for each aspect mentioned. Finally, for yes/no question, the answer is yes or no. For example, "Apakah A lebih baik daripada B?" ("Is A better than B?").
C. Important Information
In a question, not all words are important. Some words are important, and some others are only addition. Additionally, each information has different role in a question. In the previous work, we used 4 types of information. In this work, we renamed "comparison" into "relation" to avoid ambiguities. Beside that, we found that constants also could be used for comparison with constants. We also remove the constraint information, since we don't use the information in this work. So there are also 4 types of information. The amount and the word count for each type is shown in Table 2 . Amount  Word count  1  Entity  596  1831  2  Aspect  349  493  3  Relation  482  600  4  Constant  74  153  5  Other  2401  Total  5478 For explanation, we used example as follows. "Smartphone yang kualitasnya setara dengan X dan harganya max 2,5-2,8 jutaan tipe apa ya?" ("Which smartphone have similar quality with X, and max price 2.5-2.8 million rupiahs?"). That question includes the 4 types of important information that are explained as follows.
• Entity, that is "X" • Aspects, that are "quality" and "price" • Relations, that are "similar" and "max" • Constant, that is "2.5-2.8 million"
However, a question does not necessarily contain all 4 types of information. If a question has some information missing, there are 2 possibilities, that the information are implicit, or the information are not needed in that question. Table 3 shows the summary of relationship between question and information types.
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D. Data Analysis
All of the entity-mentioned question types contain more than one entity. This is obvious, because the question has to mention the entity, and the answer is one of the entities mentioned. Only 15 questions in this type contain aspect. If there is no aspect mentioned, we can say that the comparison is for all aspects. There are 92 questions that mention the relation explicitly. All of the relations mentioned are "better". So we will choose this relation as default relation if there is no relation mentioned in a question in this type.
In the entity-other question type, almost all of the information are often mentioned. The entity is always mentioned, same as entity-mentioned type. In this type, the relation is also mentioned in almost all of the question. An example that does not mention relation is "selain A yang punya kapasitas internal storage 64gb apa lagi?" ("What phone other than A that has internal storage capacity 64GB"). Although the relation is not mentioned, we can tell that this means we have to look for phones that have internal storage capacity equal to 64GB. So we choose the default relation is equality.
For the entity-all question type, relation and aspect are usually mentioned, but sometimes they are omitted. The aspect is usually price, and it is not mentioned because it is obvious, for example, the value "2 millions" is not likely to be reached by other aspects. The entire question in this type also contains comparison with constants.
All questions in the aspect question type have entity information. Some questions only contain one entity, for example "kelebihanya X dimana gan??" ("What is the advantages of X").
In this question, we should compare the entity with all other entities generally. Other information that is often found is relation. There are three types of relation found, that is difference, superiority, and inferiority. But there is also possibility that we found a similarity relation in this question type.
The last one is yes or no question type. In this type, all the questions contain entities, most question also mention relation, and some questions also contain aspects. Some of them contain two entities and one relation, and some only contain one entity. There are also few question that contains constant.
E. Preliminary Results on Question Analysis
The question analysis process consists of two tasks. Question classification process is performed to get the question type or expected answer type, as stated in Section 2-B, while information extraction process is done to get important information as stated in Section 2-C. Preliminary experiments have been conducted to find out which task order scenario is suitable for question analysis, between question classification first and information extraction first. Additionally, we also attempt to find out which algorithm is the best for each task.
The experimental setting is still the same as [20] , but we used the data described in Section 2-A -2-C. From the preliminary experiment, it is found that the information extraction first scenario is better than question classification first. For the information extraction process, we do token classification with these features: the word lexical, 2 words before and after, and the previous label. For the question classification, we use bag of word and information extraction result as features. For the algorithm, SVM is found to be better in both tasks. 
Question Answering System for Comparison
The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 1 . The question analysis component consists of information extraction and question classification, as we discuss in the previous section, will be explained in Section 3-A. This component will classify the question into five types. Next process will depend on the question type. Before that, we will discuss about the database in Section 3-B. Next we will explain the method we use to extract relation, comparison, and aspect. The process for each question type will be explained in Section 3-D.
A. Question Analysis Process
Based on the results of preleminary experiments, we perform information extraction first, and then question classification. For both tasks, we use SVM as the classifier. Tables 4 and Table  5 show the detail features used in each process. Figure 2 shows example of question analysis process for a sentence. 
C. Dealing with Comparison and Adjective
Information about comparison or relation from the extraction result is still very diverse. Besides, some questions do not mention the relation explicitly. So we need additional process to classify the relation into more formal form. We employ word lists to classify the relation from the extraction result. We call them comparison type. There are nine comparison types, consisting of six comparatives, two adjectives, and one negation. Table 7 shows the word lists for each comparison type that we use. These lists are still limited to the words we found in the data. We use partial matching to match each word that is classified as relation from the sentence. For each word that matches, we add score for that comparison type. So, every relation may have several comparison types with certain score. For example, the system has to process the relation "keunggulan dan kelemahan" (strength and weakness). First, for the word "keunggulan" (strength), the word matches with the word "unggul" in the positive word list, so we have 1 score for the positive comparison type. Next the word "dan" (and) doesn't match any word in the lists. Lastly, the word "kelemahan" (weakness) matches "lemah" in the negative word list, and we add score 1 to the negative comparison type. Figure 3 illustrates the example output of comparison processing for this relation. After that, this output is processed based on the question type in the query generation process.
In case there is no matching word, the system will do some relaxations to the matching process. First, the system will remove the affixes, including prefixes "per-" and "ke-", and suffixes "-nya" and "-an", since those affixes are mostly found in the relation words. Second, the system will only match the consonant, since in Indonesian informal writing, people often abbreviate the words by omitting the vowels (e.g. "bagus" to "bgs"), or change the vowel into another vowel that sounds similar when pronounced (e.g. "mantap" to "mantep"). And third, the system allows only one difference between consonant in the relation word and the word list.
If there is still no matching word, or there is no detected relation at all, the system will use the default comparison types that are shown in Table 8 . Most question types have an "equality" comparison type as a default, because it is considered fairer. The two exceptions are "entitymentioned" and "aspect". For the type "entity-mentioned", the default is "more", since almost all questions in this type are asking for the better choices between entities mentioned, as we have discussed in Section 2-D. For the question type "aspect", the default is "difference", because most people ask the difference of aspects between entities rather than the equality. 
D. Getting and Generating Answer
After processing the comparison and adjectives, the system has to get the answer from the database. the system uses information extracted in the question analysis process. Before using them, the system will normalize extracted information. The relation has been processed in the comparison processing. For the aspect words, we remove the suffix "-nya". We also normalize the aspect using dictionary and ontology. For the constant, we remove all non-numerical parts, and get the numerical part as the value. If there are two numerical parts, we consider it as a value range. We also process the entity to match the most similar entity in the database.
After that, the system will do the process based on the question type. There are 5 types of information. In the following we will discuss the process for getting and processing answer for each question type. Figure 4 depicts the process of obtaining answer for entity-mentioned question type. After performing the basic normalization, the system has to determine the comparison. In this question type, we need just one comparison, between positive (best) and negative (worst). This is determined by the result of comparison processing. If the positive score is higher than the negative one, the comparison is positive, and vice versa. If there is a negation or less comparison, the comparison would be the opposite. For example, if there is a word "good" in the question, it
1) Answer Processing for Entity-mentioned Question Type
Normalization
Get Entity Data Answer Generation
is positive. But if we find the word "not good" or "less good", it becomes negative. But if there is no comparison word found, the default is positive, because, in this case, people tend to find something best. Table 9 summarizes this rule. After determining the comparison, the system has to retrieve the data of all entities mentioned in the question. The system retrieves the data from the database by executing the following query. If there is no aspect mentioned, all the aspects in the table will be retrieved. select entity_name, <list of aspects> from entity_table where entity_name in (<list of entities>) Last, the system has to determine the selected entity. To do this, the system sums up the normalized value from all the aspects retrieved for each entity. If the comparison is positive, the entity with highest value will be selected. Otherwise, if the comparison is negative, the lowest value entity will be selected. The answer for this question type is the selected entity. It could be one entity or list of entities. Figure 5 shows the process of getting answer for entity-other question type. For this question type, first, we have to determine lists of aspect-relation-entity and aspect-relation-constant. To explain what is aspect-relation-entity and aspect-relation-constant, we will use this example. "Smartphone yang kameranya setara dengan X dan harganya max 2.800.000 tipe apa ya?" ("Which smartphone have similar camera with X and the max price 2,800,000 rupiahs?"). In this question, the extracted information are entity ("X"), aspects ("camera" and "price"), relations ("similar" and "max"), and constant ("2,800,000"). If we look further, there are relationships between aspect, relation, and entity or constant. For example, the aspect "camera" has "similar" relation with entity "X". We call this "camera-similar-X" relationship aspect-relation-entity ("the camera is similar to entity X"). In addition, the aspect "price" has a relation "max" and a constant "2,800,000". We call this "price-max-2,800,000" relationship aspect-relation-constant ("the max price is 2.8 million"). To extract the relationship, we use the simple word distance method. First the system should find entities/constants. Then for each entity/constant, the system will find its relation and aspect. We simply select the nearest relation and aspect for each entity/constant. We also have to get all mentioned entities by executing the same query as in the entity-mentioned type.
2) Answer Processing for Entity-other Question Type
select entity_name, <list of aspects> from entity_table where entity_name in (<list of entities>) This is done to get the value of the aspects compared from each entity. So after getting the value, all data from aspect-relation-entity are moved to aspect-relation-constant by replacing the entity with the value of corresponding aspect of the entity. For example, from the aspect-relation-
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Answering Comparison in Indonesian Question Answering entity "camera-similar-X", we get the camera of X is 8 from the database. We can move this relationship to aspect-relation-constant "camera-similar-8".
Finally, we have to get all the data based on aspect-relation-constant, by executing this query. The answer for the question is the result from the query execution. It could be one entity or list of entities. select * from entity_table where <list of aspect-relation-constant> and entity_name not in (<list of entities>)
From the previous example, we now have two aspect-relation-constant, "camera-similar-8" and "price-max-2,800,000". According to Table 6 , the "similar" relationship can be translated as "=", and the "max" relationship can be translated as "≤". From this, we can generate the query. This query should return entities that are suitable for answering the question. select * from entity_table where camera = "8" and price <= "2800000" and entity_name not in ("X") Figure 6 . Answer Processing for Entity-all Question Type Figure 6 depicts the process of retrieving answer for entity-all question type. First we have to determine lists of and aspect-relation-constant, with the same procedure as in the entity-other type. Then we get all the data, by executing the same query as in the entity-other type. The answer for the question is the result from the query execution. It could be one entity or list of entities.
3). Answer Processing for Entity-all Question Type
This question type is processed similarly to the entity-other type for the constants, because this question is really similar to the entity-other question type. The only difference is that there is no entity mentioned in this type of question. The example from entity-other type could be changed into entity-all question type by changing the entity into constant, "Smartphone yang kameranya setara 8MP dan harganya max 2.800.000 tipe apa ya?" ("Which smartphone have 8MP camera and the max price 2,800,000 rupiahs?"). And so the process is also similar to the entity-other question type. Figure 7 shows the process of obtaining answer for aspect question type. For this question type, first we have to determine the comparison. For this question type, we need just one comparison, between equality, difference, positive (superiority), and negative (inferiority). We choose the comparison based on the highest score of the result of comparison processing. It is similar to the rule for entity-mentioned type. The difference is that we have four types here, and if there is no comparison word found, the default comparison is difference. There is one exception, if there are "more" or "positive" comparison, and also "less" or "negative" comparison in the same question, the comparison is difference (eg. "kelebihan dan kekurangan" or "strength and weakness"). Table 10 shows this rule.
4). Answer Processing for Aspect Question Type
Relation Extraction
Normalization Query Generation Normalization Get Entity Data Answer Generation After that, we have to get all mentioned entities by executing the same query as in the entitymentioned type. The main difference is that there is a possibility of only one entity mentioned (e.g. "apa kekurangan dari X?" or "what is the weakness of X?"). In this case, the value will be compared to 5 as a median of range 1-10.
The final step is to generate the answer. If the comparison is positive or negative, the first mentioned entity (subject) is compared to each of the other entities (objects). If it is positive, the answer is a list of aspects that the subject has better value than the object, and vice versa. For example, "Kelemahannya A dibanding B apa ya?" ("What is the weakness of A compared to B?"). In this case, A is the subject, B is the object, and the relation is negative. So we should answer this question with a list of aspect that B has better value than A.
If the comparison is equality, the answer is list of aspects that have the same value for all entities mentioned. And if the comparison is difference, the answer is also list of aspect, but it also added by the information about which entity is better for each aspect. For example, "Apa bedanya A dengan B?" ("What is the difference between A and B?"). We could answer this question with only the list of aspect, like "weight, RAM, and price". But this is not really informative, so we add which entity is better for each aspect, for example "the weight is better in B (153), the RAM is better in A (4), and the price is better in B (6,435,000)". Figure 8 shows the process of obtaining answer for yes/no question type. For this question type, first step is to determine the comparison, between equality, difference, less, or more. Table  11 lists the rule. If there is a negation, the result becomes the opposite.
5) Answer Processing for Yes/no Question Type
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Next step is to get all mentioned entities by executing the same query as in the entitymentioned type. Finally, we have to compare the entities. If the comparison is not the same as the true comparison, the answer is no. We assume that there are only two entities in the question. Based on the comparison, • Equality/difference: comparing all the aspects from the two entities. If there is any difference, it is different.
• Less/more: Selecting the "best" entity with the method explained in "entity-mentioned".
For example, "Apakah A sama dengan B?" ("Is A same with B?"). The comparison is equality, so we have to compare all aspects of A and B that are mentioned in the question. But since the question doesn't mention any aspect, we have to compare all aspects. If there is any difference, the answer is no. Otherwise, the answer is yes.
Another example, "Apakah A lebih baik daripada B?" ("Is A better than B?"). For this question, we have to select the best entity with the entity-mentioned method. If we find that A is the best, the answer is yes. But if B is the best, the answer is no.
Evaluation and Discussion
For evaluation data, we use 95 questions from the testing data. We assume that the questions have the objective answers from the database. We also assume that entities and aspects mentioned in the questions hava matching ones in the database. We do not include some aspects that are based on subjective opinions, like design. Statistic of testing data used for the evaluation is shown in Table 12 .
Based on 95 evaluation data, 32.6% of the questions can be answered correctly. We define correct answer as the answer that has partial match with our reference answer. For example, if the reference answer is "A, B, C", the answer "A" is considered considered correct. We also define information extraction is correct if the information extracted is enough to answer the question correctly. For example, if the word in the sentence is "screen resolution" but the extracted is only "resolution" part, it is also considered correct since the system will associate "resolution" with "screen resolution". Table 13 shows the accuracy of information extraction, question classification, and answer processing for each question type. For the overall system, there are 24 questions that complete all the tasks (information extraction, question classification and answer processing) correctly. There are 7 questions that can be answered correctly, although the result of information extraction is incorrect. The question type classification is one of the most important part since incorrect question classification cannot provide the right answer.
The aspect type seems to be the most easy to answer question. It is answered correctly in 15 out of 18 questions. The 3 questions incorrectly answered also has wrong answer in the information extraction or classification task. It also can handle various combination in this question type, one entity or more, with various relation. However, it seems that there are no question with aspect mentioned in this question type.
Error in question classification occurs in 30 out of 95 sentences. Table 14 depicts the detail result of the question classification. The question type having the lowest recall is yes/no, which is only 6 out of 17 questions. This is because the question structure is similar to other question types such as aspect type that usually mentions the compared entities. A question that mentions more than 1 entity is usually misclassified. There is also yes/no question that contains constants, that is really rare in our dataset, that also tend to misclassified. There are 3 questions that can be answered correctly in the yes/no type. However, 2 of the questions actually have the wrong result of information extraction. There are also 2 questions that actually give correct detail answer, but unfortunately select the wrong yes/no. It seems that it is caused by the information extraction that failed to extract the relation word. The entity-mentioned obtains 10 out of 21 questions classified correctly. We conjecture that this could be caused by 2 factors. The first possibility is because the information extraction result is wrong, since we also have lowest performance for the information extraction in this question type. This will affect the question classification performance. The second possibility is because most of the question in this type is somewhat subjective. The typical question is, "which one is better?" that really depends on personal choice. For the objectivity of our evaluation, we choose some question that are objective, or even we add some aspect to the question to make it objective, for example "Which one has better camera". This could make the evaluation data different from the question in the training data. This also can be the reason the information extraction performance is pretty low in this question type.
Another interesting thing is in the entity-all question type. The question classification accuracy reaches 100%, but the answer accuracy is pretty low. This is because we haven't handle the entity-all question type that has relation with no constant, for example "what phone has good camera?" instead of "what phone has camera more than 8MP". It turns out that 13 out of 21 questions in the evaluation data have relation with no constant. But 1 question is answered correctly because it also has comparison with constant.
Conclusions
In this research, we built a question answering system for answering questions containing comparison. The questions are grouped into 5 types based on expected answer type, that are entity-mentioned, entity-other, entity-all, aspect, and yes/no. Information to be extracted from a question are entity, relation, aspect, and constant. Question classification and information extraction tasks are performed by statistical method. Based on experiment, extraction first is better than classification first in the order of task execution. We process the comparison using word lists and rules. For the answer processing, we use rules based on the question type and information contained in the question. In this work, we still make assumption on what is better for each aspect. But for some aspects, different person may have different preference, so we may need some personalization here. A limitation of this research is that we still only handle quantitative type of comparison. We do not handle anything other than comparison. For the future work, we will consider to use data from other domains. It is also considerable to add real world knowledge and personalization, and to implement system with more unstructured answer source.
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